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PROSECCO PRODUCTION LINE 

 

Given that 

 

 Befgore planting a new wineyard you must get a permission issued by each Italian Region; the lack of 

registrations means you have no documents to invoicing wine. 

 

Given the above 

 The flow of Prosecco production line (both DOC and DOCG) tackes origin from the land parcel where 

each glera vineyard must be recorded since planted. 

 In Veneto there is available on-line cadastre (official land register) wich allows to let winemakers check 

the maximum amount that each vinegrower has the right to produce in each parcel. As well as in Friuli, 

but not on line. 

 After crushing grapes and the primary fermentation is over, on the appropriate time, producers starts the 

secondary one.  

 Than, when Prosecco is almost ready to get bottled, winery must call the Official Control Body inspection 

(Valoritalia) 

 Authorized officials guys hands samples, pouring wine right from the fermenting tanks, everywhere 

Prosecco is permitted to be bottled (even if in Piedmont).  

 They seal 5 bottles (one remains to the winery as waranty) and carry the left ones to Valoritalia at 

Conegliano branch, where they track the production line documents from the parcel to the winery  and 

laboratory analyzes samples.  

 While all compliant, Valoritalia organizes a samples blind tasting Commissions,  

 All tastings are held in Conegliano. 

 Commissions are composed by 1 president and 4 members, all of them are officilaly registered 

oenologist and/or somellier. 

 Almost all Prosecco area wineries set their internal winemacker available to join commission (for free). 

 After a official tasting, if all is right, Valoritalia delivers to cellars the printed mark (at the amount to stick 

one per bottle) issued by the official Government Typography.  

 The total of the marks matches with the quantity of the examined lot. 

 Printed mark carry serial number to each bottle, 

 If needed, by that you could come back to the origin of each bottle, the bottling day, the bottler and 

compare with the Valoritalia recorded original analysis. 

 The number of commissions set per day varies from 2 to 3; 

 Each commission examines from 18 to 20 samples, it means about 10,500 analyzed samples per year. 

 

Sistema Prosecco 

 Has been established on 2014 by three Prosecco Consortium with the mission to pursue illegal, unfair 

evocations, etc, on the market shelfs, restaurant, wineshops. 

 On the 2017, has carryed out 325 accesses around the word in orfer to verify the corretct labelling and/or 

detect the presence of harmful marks. 

 On the same period they obrtained 78 cancellation to prevent the registration of evocative and/or imitative 

trademarks. 

 Sistema Prosecco has been doing a very good job by working in a very strict team and cooperation with 

ICQRF, branch of Italian Ministry. 


